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Colossal Rex is the trio of vocalist/guitarist David Bayless, bassist Pippo de Tommaso, and drummer Stephen James Mc 

Cabe. Since forming in January of 2019, the band has made 1 Full-length Album, 3 Singles and 1 EP. 2 more EPs will follow 

shortly. The band moves in genres like alternative and stoner rock, but also explores a softer acoustic dynamic clearly audible 

on the EP "The Keening Hour". 

David Bayless' wealth of ideas, combined with the band's ability to implement them immediately, means that many songs 

have been recorded and released within a short period of time. Due to the pandemic, the band kept busy focusing on 

writing and recording new material instead of playing shows. All songs were recorded and mixed in the band's own studio 

by drummer Stephen James Mc Cabe. 

David's extended stay in his home in Northern California was used to direct and edit the video for "Relics". It was filmed in 

Helena CA, an area with a rich historical background. 

Since the release of the first album was in the middle of the first lockdown, the band decided not to press any physical CDs 

or vinyl, as live concerts were not possible for an indefinite period of time and these are mainly sold at concerts. All 

publications are available online on all common platforms. 

Colossal Rex looks forward to once again sharing their music live from the stage, where the energy of their music can be 

expressed and shared the way it was intended. 

Here are a few comments from radio, blogs and press 

The Other Side Reviews about the song "Dust Devil"  

"There is a lesson waiting to be learnt woven into each note of the song. This lesson slinks into your brain while your 

body moves to the engaging guitar lines and you get down to the rock grooves of the track."  
  

YOU HEARD THIS PLAYLIST? with DROP D - Show 12 on Seymour FM 103.9 (Australia) about “Dust Devil”  

“…this song is a ripper…”  
  

Aldora Britain Records about the song "Warpaint"  

"...concludes this collection with a soundscape that experiments in the no man`s land between heavy metal and 

grunge. It is a hard and relentless piece of music...”  
  

Album review www.metalfactory.ch  

«Colossal Rex verorten sich zwar selbst in den eher zeitgemässen, modernen Rock - Klängen, haben aber 

offensichtlich nicht vergessen, woher laute Giarrenmusik ursprünglich herkommt. Das ist selbst dann der Fall, wenn 

sie wirklich alternativ und Grunge-mässig klingen, denn auch in diesen Tracks lassen sie nicht jene Coolness missen, 

die dereinst vielen Grunge - Ikonen in ihrem vertonten Selbstzweifel-Overkill völlig abgegangen ist.»  
  

Independent Rock Radio | Volume 2 about “Seer” (ON THE ROCKS PODCAST)  

“…Colossal Rex is definitely an alternative rock band as they say, but they also offer a heavier grunge sound to them 

as well. Specifically on this track there are some really catchy, dirty riffs all through all the song, which I love, that’s a 

quick way to my heart…”  
  

YOU HEARD THIS PLAYLIST? with DROP D - Show 01 on Seymour FM 103.9 (Australia) about “Seer”  

“…is a band i`ve really getting into it at the moment…”  
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